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EXPLANATION

This booklet is an effort to report to classroom teachers the
most important suggestions for the teaching of spelling which
have been produced by research. It is not a complete summary
of research, but a statement of some of the practical implications
of research. The recommendations made in this booklet are those
which the author, Ernest Horn, professor emeritus of the State
University of Iowa, believes to be soundly supported by research.
The original draft of the manuscript in 1954 was reviewed by
Guy T. Buswell, University of California ( Berkeley); James A.
Fitzgerald, Fordham University; and David H. Russell, University
of California (Berkeley). Changes were made by the author on
the basis of the suggestions of the reviewers and of the staff of the
NEA Research Division. This 1967 edition includes a completely
new treatment of "Phonics in Relation to Spelling" based on
recent research and an updated list of references.
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TEACHING SPELLING

SPELLING ABILITY is important even though spelling may be a
minor subject in the curriculum. Spelling errors detract from
the effectiveness of any written work. They are likely to bring
penalties in compositions and tests written at school, especially
in Grades 4 to 12, as well as in collegee,They may be embarrass-
ing in personal letters and business letters; they may be crucial in
letters applying for work. The advantages of good spelling ability
and the disadvantages of poor spelling ability amply justify
careful, systematic planning for helping pupils learn to spell
correctly. This involves (a) the improvement of the curriculum,
including the selection of content and its grade arrangement, (b)
the choice of efficient methods of teaching, and ( c ) the use of
tests for guiding instruction and appraising its results.

THE CURRICULUM IN SPELLING

The chief problems to be solved in designing the curriculum
in spelling are (a) decisions as to objectives, ( b) the selection
of the content to be learned, and (c) the organization and
arrangement of this content by grades. However, the solutions
of these problems are inevitably related to problems of method
and problems of the measurement of results.

It is important that the program in spelling be broadly con-
ceived. The total curriculum is now commonly defined to include
all the experiences which children have at school: The cur-
riculum in spelling includes all experiences which may facilitate
or retard the development of spelling ability. How well children
learn to spell is affected by what is done in reading, in written
work, in handwriting, and in speaking, in addition to what
is done in periods devoted specifically to spelling. It is also
influenced by school morale, by attitudes of teachers toward
spelling, and by the design of the curriculum as a whole. No
one of these factors should be disregarded.
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The Need for Definite Objectives

The first and most important step in the improvement of the
spelling curriculum is to formulate the objectives which are to
guide instruction. The statements of objectives should be specific,
and they should be realistic in view of what the pupils can be ex-
pected to accomplish. If one objective is to help pupils learn
to spell the words most frequently written in life outside school,
it is necessary to ascertain which of these words are most
important and to decide how many of them it is practicable to
teach. If it is believed that the words to be studied in a given
grade are those most frequently written by children in that grade,
it is essential to specify which and how many of these words
children should attempt to learn.

Definite decisions must likewise be made on many other
matters related to spelling: which rules, if any, should be learned,
w ictionary skills should be developed, how much to rely
on incidental learning and on direct instruction, what phonic
knowledge should be taught, and how much attention should be
given to the study of the meaning and derivation of words. Deci-
sions should also be made, at the time each objective is adopted,
as to what learning experiences are the best means of accom-
plishing the objective and how its achievement will be evaluated.
All these decisions should be made, as far as possible, on the
basis of evidence.

The most commonly accepted single objective for the teaching
of spelling is to enable pupils to spell the words they need to
write now and in the future. It is clearly impossible for pupils
to learn in school all the words which they may at some time
have occasion to write. It has been well said that the English
language has a well-designed center but no discernible circum-
ference. It is the central words, that is, the words most often
needed in writing, that pupils should learn to spell.

Basic Evidence for the Selection of Words
Two types of evidence are of basic importance in selecting

words for the spelling curriculum: first, the evidence on words
most frequently written by adults; and second, the evidence on
words written by children in various grades in school. Both these
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types of evidence are extensive and are dependable for all prac-
tical purposes.

It is essential to understand clearly the different functions
served by the data on the writing needs of adults and the data
on the writing needs of children. The data on the writing needs
of adults show which words children should be able to spell
when schooling is over. The data on the written vocabularies
of children show which words are most often written by children
in various grades. Especially significant are the data on the
words most frequently written by children outside school. Both
types of evidence should be utilized in determining what words
children should learn to spell. Their usefulness is not limited to
the selection and gradation of words in spelling books; they are
perhaps even more useful for schools which derive their own lists.

For each word, then, that might reasonably be considered
for inclusion in the spelling curriculum, we have evidence, de-
pendable for all practical purposes, regarding its frequency of use
in adult writing, its frequency of use in the writing done by
children both in and out of school, its frequency in reading done
by adults and older children, and its difficulty, grade by grade.
Judgments may vary as to the significance of these various types
of data, but all judgments should be made on the basis of

established facts.

How Many Words Should Be Taught?

There is no one easy answer to the question: How many words
should be taught in spelling lessons? Among the factors to be
considered are the following: the number of words that can be
learned by children at different levels of ability in present time
allotments, the value assigned to spelling ability in comparison
with abilities in other curriculum areas, the amount of emphasis
to be put on auxiliary abilities (e.g., those in phonics and in the
use of the dictionary), and what is done in other school activities
to develop spelling abilities. Most spelling books contain not more
than 4000 words in their basic lists, although additional words
may be included in supplementary lessons. In schools which
derive their own lists, the number of words is probably smaller.
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Earlier spelling books, of the period which many fondly but
erroneously regard as the Golden Age of good spelling, contained
a very large number of words, many of which were very difficult.
But in comparison with modern spelling books, they did not
contain as many words which are frequently needed in writing.
In one edition of Webster's Elementary Spelling Book, the
famous blue-backed speller, such worms Re sago, copal, and cyst
are found in the presumably easy early lessons, mucilaginous, fu-
gacity, and schismatic in the later lessons. Such words are not
found in modem spelling books, which generally limit their words
to those in common use. However, there is some evidence that
in schools where the spelling words are chosen in connection with
various units, many words taught have little or no use in the
writing done outside school by either children or adults.

It is important to realize how little would be gained by teaching
a very large number of words. After 2000 words are learned, the
returns from teaching each additional 1000 diminish rapidly.
Two thousand words with their repetitions make up 95.05 percent
of the running words in adult writing; 3000, 96.9 percent; 4000,
97.8 percent; and 10,000, 99.4 percent. These figures throw some
doubt on the wisdom of teaching more than 3000 or 4000 words.
It is conceivable that in a school where pupils read well and
widely, have abundant opportunities to write extensively on
matters of real concern to them, proofread their written work
with care, have formed the habit of using the dictionary, and
have developed considerable phonetic ability, the spelling list
could well be reduced to not more than 2000 words. These words
might be chosen from those of high frequency in child and adult
writing that are most persistently misspelled. Easier and less
important words could be left to be learned incidentally. But
no matter what conclusion is reached as to how extensive the
spelling list should be, there remain decisions about the words to
be selected and the grades in which they should be learned.

Grade Placement of Words

Among the criteria that have been suggested for determining
the appropriateness of words for a given grade are the following:
difficulty of spelling; logical principles, including the develop.
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ment of phonetic generalizations and the progressive building
of derived forms from base words; the importance of words in
adult writing; and the frequency of use in the writing of school
children.

Spelling difficulty was at one time held to be an important
principle in determining the grade placement of words. It was
thought that easy words should be taught first. This principle
of grading conflicts to some extent with that of grading according
to the child's present needs. For example, Halloween is difficult
to spell at all grade levels, but it is written with great frequency
by children in all grades in the elementary school. The word
received is written with high frequency in Grade 3 and beyond,
both in the writing done in school and in letters written outside
school. The fact that these words are difficult is all the more
reason for helping children learn to spell them.

The development of phonic abilities and the ability to build
derived forms have had, from time to time, a considerable
influence on the choice of words for early lessons. As in the
case of the principle of difficulty, these criteria conflict with the
principle of children's present needs in writing. While they prob-
ably should not determine what words should be taught in a
given grade, they may influence the sequence and organization
within a grade. There is, of course, the problem of determining
when the development of these abilities should begin and the
sequence in which they can best be learned.

The importance of words in adult writing influences the choice
of words for a grade only as one measure of whether the word
should be taught at all. The frequency with which words are
written by children in a given grade is now generally regarded
as the primary principle for the selection of words for that grade.
Since the words are written frequently, instruction helps children
to learn and retain the correct spelling. On the other hand, the
learning of these important words in the spelling lessons facili-
tates their use in writing. There is, however, some difference
of opinion as to whether words frequently written by children
should be taught even though they have little permanent value
and whether words that have great importance in adult writing
should be taught even though they are infrequently written
by children.
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The Significance of Present and Future Needs

The significance of the data on the frequb..4.7 with which
words are written by children and by adults is often obscured
by such questions as this: Should children learn to spell the
words they need now or the words they will need in the future?

Words 0'
'weigh in

for
curriculum

use

This is a perfect example of the either-or confusion. It is im-
portant to remember that it is impossible to teach all words
which children need in their writing, much less all words needed
by adults. The spelling lessons in any grade presumably are
restricted to words of high importance. Keeping this restriction
in mind, it is significant that when the words most often written
by adults are compared with those most often written by chil-
dren, a large overlap is found. For example, most spelling books
limit their word lists for Grade 2 to 200 or 300 words. There are
many other words' than these that have high frequency both
in the writing of second-grade children and in the writing of
adults. Moreover, the words in this overlapping area also have
high frequency in reading and speaking. The word come, for
example, is among the first 100 words in each of the following
areas: the words most frequently written by second-grade chil-
dren, the words most frequently written by adults, the spoken
vocabulary of young children, and the words in general reading.

A feasible plan for determining which words should be taught
grade by grade is suggested under the next beading. These sug-
gestions apply to the selection of words not only in spelling
books but also in the spelling lessons in schools where no text-
book is used.
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A Suggested Plan for Grade Arrangement

Most spelling books do not contain a spelling program for
Grade 1, yet there are some reasons for giving attention to spelling
in this grade. Children do write in Grade 1 and are increasingly
encouraged to do so. Appropriate words may be chosen from the
words most frequently written by first-grade children.

In Grade 2, choose from among the words of high permanent
importance the words most frequently written by children in that
grade, regardless of their difficulty. It is especially important that
children learn to spell the difficult words that they write fre-
quently. On the other hand, the easy words frequently written
by children in this grade should probably also be taught to facil-
itate free expression.

Next, teach in Grade 3 the words most frequently written by
children in that grade that have not been taught in Grade 2.
Include as review words those words from Grade 2 which the
evidence shows are still difficult for children in Grade 3.

The words for Grades 4 to 6 may be selected by the same gen-
eral criteria: that is, from among the words of high permanent
value that have not been taught in earlier grades, . select the
words most frequently written by children in these grades and
review in each grade words taught in preceding grades that
still have marked difficulty.

The words for Grades 7 and 8 may be chosen according to
three criteria: first, words of permanent value not taught in
earlier grades and written with considerable frequency in the
seventh and eighth grades; second, words taught in earlier grades
which are frequently misspelled in Grades 7 and 8; and third,
(because of the penalties attached to misspellings in adult writ-
ing) the difficult words of high frequency in adult writing even
though written infrequently by children in these grades.

This plan represents only one way of interpreting the data
pertaining to grading the course of study in spealing. Other inter-
pretations may legitimately be made. It is to be expected, how-
ever, that any plan for choosing words for the various grades
will be adopted only after a critical study, of all the evidence.

A radically different plan from that suggested above is found
in some schools which do not provide any specific list of words
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by grades but limit the study of spelling mainly to words pertain-
ing to various units or activities. From reports of teaching spelling
by this plan, the spelling lessons include a great many words that
are not likely to be written even in the same year, after the unit
has been completed, and which have very little likelihood of ever
being written in later years. Another radically different plan
has recently been proposed, according to which words would
be chosen and the curriculum designed primarily to enable
pupils to arrive inductively at phonological understandings.
This proposal will be discussed later in more detail under the
heading Phonics in Relation to Spelling.

EXPERIENCES THAT HELP DEVELOP SPELLING

ABILITY

In the great majority of schools, spelling texts or workbooks
are utilized in the teaching of spelling. However, attention has
already been called to the fact that the development of spelling
ability is not limited to what is done in periods specifically de-
voted to teaching spelling. It is essential that the work of the
spelling period be efficiently coordinated with what is done in
other curriculum areas to develop spelling ability. But whether
textbooks are used or not, such questions as the following must
be answered: What subjects other than spelling help develop
spelling ability? How may the contributions from these subjects
be best secured without interfering with the primary purposes
for which these subjects are taught? How much is contributed
by each of these subjects and by all of them combined? Do these
contributions need to be supplemented by the systematic teaching
of spelling in special periods?

The largest contributions from curriculum areas other than
spelling are made by reading and composition, but speech and
handwriting are also influential, as indeed are all activities in
which language is employed.

Learning To Spell Through Reading

Spelling and reading abilities are closely related. Correlations
which have been reported between spelling and reading are
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nearly as high as those which have been reported between intelli-
gence and reading. Few persons who are excellent readers are
poor spellers, and few, if any, poor readers are good spellers.
However, some students in the middle ranges of ability in reading
are excellent at spelling, while others spell very poorly.

That pupils learn to spell many words by reading them has
repeatedly been demonstrated. It seems reasonable to expect that
the more often a word is seen in reading, the more probable it is
that pupils will learn to spell it. Yet among the words repeatedly
met in reading are many spelling demons. If abbreviations, proper
names, and derived forms not reported by Thorndike are omitted,
all but 9 of the 100 words which, according to Fitzgerald, are
most frequently misspelled in Grades 2 to 6 are among the
1000 words of highest frequency in reading. It is possible that,
because these words are so familiar, little or no attention is called
to their spelling in the process of reading.

Spelling

has

many

allies

It has been suggested that when new words are met in reading,
the pupils take time to learn to spell them. While a good many
words could undoubtedly be learned in this way, many of them
would be words not likely to be used by children in their present
and future writing. Most of the spelling errors in writing are
made on familiar rather than on strange words. This suggestion
seems objectionable, moreover, because it is likely to be un-
favorable to the development of good reading habits. The pupil's
attention will be directed to spelling, of course, in looking up
unknown words in the dictionary and in differentiating such
words as quiet and quite, except and accept, which have similar
configurations and sounds but different meanings.
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The contributions of reading to spelling, however, are not
limited to the words that children learn to spell. Many auxiliary
abilities are developed, such as the use of the dictionary, the
improvement of pronunciation through oral reading, and the
ability to associate letters with sounds. There is some evidence
that instruction in phonics is more beneficial to spelling than to
reading even though given in connection with the reading pro-
gram. In reading, however, the emphasis is upon letter-to-sound
relationships, and the identification of words is further assisted by
configuration and context. In contrast, spelling requires the pupil
to decide what letters to use to spell sounds, and, except in the
case of purely phonetic words, this a difficult decision to make.

The potential contributions of reading to spelling are substan-
tial. As reading abilities are developed, spelling is improved. On
the other hand, deficiencies in reading are serious handicaps in
learning to spell.

Learning To Spell Through Written Work

The potential contributions of composition to spelling are
great indeed. The writing of letters, bulletins, items for the
school newssheet, reports on special problems, and other forms
of creative writing constitute important motives for learning to
spell and aid in the maintenance of words which the child has
learned in his spelling lessons. The more the occasions for
writing in school resemble the occasions in which writing is done
out of school, the more likely it is that the learning of the most
important words will be facilitated.

The statement is sometimes made that the words that children
need in their written work are not the words in the spelling list
for their grade. This, of course, is partly true, because the
number of words in the spelling list is restricted. The lists for
each grade presumably include the words most commonly
written in that grade, and these words, according to the evi-
dence, are likely to be written with great frequency. Of course,
other words will be needed. Many of them, however, will have
only transient value. Moreover, the additional words that are
needed will vary from pupil to pupil.
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In schools which have regular or occasional spelling lessons
but do not use a text, the words for the spelling lessons may
include words misspelled in written work. And even in schools
that base spelling instruction primarily upon a text, words
misspelled in written work are sometimes taught either in sepa-
rate lessons or as a supplement to the regular lessons in the
book. When this is done, the chief emphasis should be put on
words that are most important in present and future writing.
It seems undesirable, moreover, to take the time of the entire
class to study words that have been misspelled by only a few.

Policies differ as to how rigorously spelling errors in written
work should be corrected. Too much emphasis on correct spell.
ing, especially in the lower grades, may discourage children from
writing. In one city where spelling achievement is high through-
out the grades, the policy is to encourage children to write exten-
sively, beginning in Grade I, and to be rather lenient in the
emphasis on correct spelling in the primary grades. However,
correct spelling is a factor in acceptable written work, and
there should be increasing emphasis upon it in intermediate
grades and beyond. This implies that there be a definite plan
for correcting spelling errors. The evidence indicates that the
mere checking of spelling errors does little good unless accom-
panied by an effective plan for learning the words which have
been misspelled. The more pupils accept responsibility for
detecting spelling errors and learning the misspelled words, the
better. They are ordinarily not very good at proofreading, but
the habit can be established and the ability improved through
practice.

Contributions of Speech and Handwriting
Shortcomings in speech, such as mispronunciations and articu-

latory defects, have been found to be related to disabilities in
spelling. It is to be expected that the removal of these short-
comings will be reflected in better spelling. In many words, such
as athletic, government, probably, and experiment, mispronun-
ciations are a major cause of misspelling. Most modern methods
of teaching spelling include correct pronunciation as an essen-
tial step in learning. An interesting problem is created by regional
differences in pronunciations. It seems desirable that classroom
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teachers, in pronouncing words in spelling lessons, use the
pronunciations characteristic of cultivated speech in the locality
in which the school exists. Abundant opportunities for speaking
help develop fluency in expression, which is likely to be carried
over into written work, with potential benefits to spelling.

Pupils who write legibly and with reasonable speed have an
advantage in taking tests in spelling because they can write the
words in the time allowed, are not penalized because of illegible
letters, and can give their entire attention to spelling without
being distracted by handwriting difficulties. Furthermore, poor
handwriting is frequently cited among the factors that cause
difficulty in spelling. Handwriting is a special problem in teach-
ing spelling in the primary grades. Manuscript writing is taught
in Grades 1 and 2 in the great majority of schools, and, although
the evidence is somewhat conflicting, it is generally believed to
have beneficial results on both reading and spelling.

Contributions of Other Curriculum Areas
It is difficult to estimate accurately the amount of spelling

ability that is developed in curriculum areas other than spelling.
Some pertinent evidence is provided by the results of experi-
ments on the ability of children to spell words not studied in
spelling lessons as compared with studied words of equal diffi-
culty, according to spelling scales. In brief, easy unstudied words
are spelled about as well as easy studied words, but as the diffi-
culty of the words increases, the studied words are spelled with
much higher accuracy. At all levels of difficulty, however, there
is clear evidence that considerable learning does take place out-
side the spelling period.

Much more significant for planning instruction in spelling is
the evidence from tests given before words are studied. These
are of two types: (a) tests given at the beginning of a term
on words to be studied during that term and ( b) tests given
before the study of the weekly lesson. In some schools a test
consisting of words sampled from the words to be taught during
the term is given at the beginning of the term. The median
percents of accuracy that have been reported range in most
instances from about 25 percent to more than 60 percent and
are much higher in schools where pupils have developed superior
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abilities in reading and composition. It seems reasonable to as-
sume that this range in the percent of accuracy is accounted for
'chiefly by differences in the effectiveness with which reading,
composition, and other language arts, aside from spelling, have
been taught in these schools.

Additional evidence is furnished by the results of tests given
before the study of weekly lessons, which show that many of
the words have already been learned. Some children spell all
or most of the words correctly before study, but very poor
spellers may misspell all or nearly all of them.

It is evident that children do learn to spell many words in
activities outside the spelling class. They also make progress
outside the spelling class in using the dictionary, in proofreading,
and in associating sounds with letters. There is some evidence
to suggest that, when spelling lessons are highly motivated
and efficient, pupils develop an interest and conscientiousness
in spelling in other curriculum areas. As a result, the contributions
to spelling from these other areas are increased.

The fact that children do learn to spell so many words out-
side the spelling class points to the need for coordinating instruc-
tion in spelling periods with the development of spelling ability
in other activities. It suggests that motivation will be increased
and much time saved if the pupil's efforts are directed ,to. the
study of those words he has not yet learned. The words that have
not yet been learned can easily be ascertained for each pupil
by tests given before study.

Whether it is practicable to teach spelling only in connection
with the other language arts is a debated question. The evidence
indicates, however, that what is done with spelling in connection
with other language arts needs to be supplemented by direct,
systematic instruction in spelling periods, especially in the case
of pupils of below average spelling ability, and for all pupils
in the learning of difficult words.

PROBLEMS OF METHOD
In most schools, spelling is taught in special periods set aside

for the purpose and utilizes a spelling book which largely deter-
mines the content stressed in these special periods. While this
section on method is written with this fact in mind, most of the
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suggestions should be helpful to schools that, although using
special periods for spelling, do not use a textbook but make their
own spelling lists, and even to the few schools that leave spelling
largely to incidental learning.

,

Time Allotments for Spelling
Methods of teaching influence and are influenced by the

amount time allotted to spelling. Time allotments should be
kept low hether spelling is taught as a special subject or in
special periods in connection, with language arts. In most in-
stances the time allotment should not be more than 75 minutes
a week, and there is some evidence that with efficient methods,
this amount of time could profitably be decreased. Increases in
time beyond this amount do not result in comparable increases
in achievement, and the value of spelling, in comparison with
other subjects, does not justify a larger time allotment than this.
There is some evidence that spirited, expeditious work in the
spelling period. has a favorable influence on learning. Attention
is sharpened, dawdling is discouraged, and little opportunity is
given for mind wandering.

Context and Meaning

Research has consistently shown that it is more efficient to
study words in lists than in context. Words studied in lists are
learned more quickly, remembered longer, and transferred more
readily to new contexts. Occasional lessons may be justified in
which words are presented in context for the purpose of encourag-
ing children to do certain types of writing such as invitations,
thank-you notes, and letters to classmates who are ill at home.

When children know the meaning of a word they learn to
spell, they are more likely to use it in their writing. But if the
words in the list for a given grade are selected from among the
words most frequently written by pupils in that grade, there will
be few words, if any, whose meanings are not known by the
pupils. At least, they will know the meanings of the words they are
most likely to use in their own writing. Most spelling books advise
that in .giving a test on the words in any lesson, each word first
be pronounced, then used in a sentence, and finally pronounced
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again. The pupils, however, write only the word, not the sentence.
The use of the word in a sentence helps pupils identify the word
to be spelled. This is especially important in the case of homo-
nyms, words of similar sounds. Moreover, pupils are encouraged
to ask the meaning of a word when they are in doubt. In this way
association of smiling with meaning is strengthened.

A classroom Becher, because of his knowledge of the abilities
of his pupils, usually will know whether any word in the lesson
nee& to be explained. It is unlikely that teachers of typical
second-grade classes will think it necessary to develop the mean-
ing of words like father or play or that teachers of typical fifth-
grade classes will think that their pupils do not understand the
meaning of words like hungry, cough, or knee. To teach the
meaning of each word, whether it is familiar to the children or
not, seems a useless and formal exercise.

Meaning

adds

power

to
learning

The Importance of the Corrected Test
The work in most modern spelling books is organized on a

weekly plan. The plan includes two or more tests a week. Schools
that derive their spelling lists from other units of work, such as
those in the social studies, presumably also give tests on these
lists. These tests, whenever given, show each child which words
he has not yet learned and therefore needs to study. They also
show the teacher which children most need help and encour-
agement.

But the values of these tests are not limited to these two con-
tributions. When corrected by the pupils and the results are
properly utilized, the test is the most fruitful single learning ac-
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tivity (per unit of time) that has yet been devised. It helps pupils
at all levels of spelling ability. Better spellers will learn all or
nearly all the words of a lesson through the corrected test alone,
and even the poorer spellers will learn many words. Yet, like all
learning activities, its efficiency is greatly reduced if the activity is
performed in a formal and perfunctory manner.

There are several factors which help make the corrected test
a vital rather than a routine experience: First, each pupil should
understand that the test shows him which words he needs to
study, thus affording intelligent motivation. Second, he should
be convinced that, by working carefully as he corrects his test,
he can learn many words in the process of correction. To show
pupils that this is true, it has been found helpful, in an early
lesson, to give a test, have the pupils correct it, repeat the test
immediately, and show each pupil how many words he has
learned. The corrected test as a learning exercise should be
emphasized throughout the year. Third, pupils should correct
their own tests as the teacher spells each word aloud. This focuses
the attention of the individual pupil on each word he has mis-
spelled, as well as on the correct spelling of the word. To have
each pupil correct his own paper is better than to have pupils
exchange papers or to have the teacher correct them. How-
ever, the teacher will need to recheck papers occasionally to
discover whether they have been carefully corrected and to dis-
cover pupils who have difficulty in correcting their own work.
Much of this can be done informally as he helps individual pupils.
Fourth, time for the study of words missed on the test should be
provided as soon as possible, preferably immediately after the
test has been corrected. Fifth, the classroom teacher should give
immediate help to individual pupils who have made many errors.
Sixth, the results on the final tests should be compared with those
on the first test to show what progress has been made.

When these conditions are met, the corrected test will become
not a routine performance, but a vigorous, aggressive attack by
each pupil in learning the words he has misspelled. The cor-
rected test is one of the happy instances in which group instruc-
tion and adjustments to individual differences are combined. The
tests are given and corrected as a group exercise, but individual
pupils are concerned only with their own special needs.
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Steps in Learning To Spell
An enormous amount of research has been done in the effort

to determine the best methods for learning to spell a word. The
findings of research are incorporated in a series of steps it
learning to spell a word. These steps are pretty much the same
in most modern spelling books. They involve pronouncing each
word, looking carefully at each part as the word is pronounced,
saying the letters in sequence, attempting to recall how the word,
looks and saying the letters, checking this attempted recall by
looking at the correct spelling of the word, writing the word,
and comparing the word as written with the correct spelling of
the word. These steps are repeated if necessary until the word
is correctly spelled.

It will be seen that these steps involve visual, auditory, and
kinesthetic imagery as well as an emphasis on recall. Better
spellers may not need to follow all these steps habitually, but
even the best spellers may find it safer to use them in learning
words that cause them special difficulty. Poorer spellers are likely
to need special help and encouragement in using all the steps,
but they will use them when they discover that the steps really
help them learn to spell. The steps which provide for attempts
to recall the correct spelling of a word should be strongly em-
phasized, since they make learning a more active process. More-
over, it is the ability to recall the correct spelling that is needed
in writing.

Creating Interest in Spelling

' How well a pupil learns to spell depends largely upon his
interest. The nature and strength of his interest determine what
he will undertake to do, how hard he will work, and how per-
sistent he will be in his efforts.

There are several ways in which a classroom teacher can help
pupils develop interest and attitudes that will improve their
spelling. First, pupils can be led to appreciate the fact that
spelling errors make a poor impression in letters and other written
work and are heavily penalized in such types of writing as appli-
cations for employment.
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Second, pupils should understand that the words in their spell-
ing lessons are those most likely to be needed now and in the
future.

Third, the interest of pupils is increased when they learn an
efficient method for studying their spelling lessons.

Fourth, pupils should be convinced that they,can improve their
spelling ability. They need definite evidence that they are making
progress. A comparison of the scores on the first and final tests
in the week will provide this evidence.

Fifth, children should be helped to assume responsibility for
learning to spell. When children cooperate in setting goals in
spelling and take responsibility for reaching them, the results
are quite different from those attained when the classroom
teacher alone sets the goals and takes the chief responsibility
for their accomplishment.

Sixth, abundant opportunities should be provided for writing
on subjects of interest to the children, thus creating a feeling of
need for spelling.

Seventh, pupils should be led to take pride in correct spelling
in all written work and to proofread their writing for errors in
spelling.

Eighth, individual children are more likely to be interested in
a class when 'there is high morale. Mutual helpfulness is better
than competition.

Games, contests, devices, and working for school marks, if used
at all, should be thought of as supplementing the more intrinsic
appeals listed above rather than as substituting for them.

The Teacher's Attitude Toward Spelling
..

The teacher's own attitude toward spelling is an important
factor in determining his pupils' attitudes and, consequently, how
well they learn to spell. Enthusiastic, sympathetic classroom
teachers often get good results even when they do not otherwise
make use of the most efficient learning procedures. And teachers
who use efficient procedures but in a mechanical way, without
enthusiasm or sympathetic understanding of the needs of indi-
vidual pupils, get poor results. There is no reason why enthu-
siasm, sympathy, and efficiency cannot be combined.
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Investigations have shown that spelling is often one of the
subjects many classroom teachers dislike to teach. The teacher's
own interest in spelling may be increased by uneerstanding the
importance of correct spelling, by being assured of the sound-
ness of what he is expected to teach, by knowing that the methods
he uses have been proved efficient, and by being convinced, on
the basis of the evidence, that all pupils can improve their spell-
ing. But the greatest source of interest will come from helping
individual pupils grow in spelling ability, especially pupils who
are having marked difficulties in learning to spell.

Interest

determines

pupil

progress

The Use of Spelling Rules
A large number of the words written by adults and children

contain suffixes added to English base words. Words with suffixes
tend to give children more difficulty than the base words from
which they are derived. Most persons who have investigated the
effect of rules believe that the teaching of certain rules is bene-
ficial but advise that the only rules that should be taught are
those applying to a large number of words and having few
exceptions. The rules that meet these requirements are the rules
for dropping final silent e, for changing y to for doubling the
final consonant, for spelling words with qu, for capitalizing
proper nouns and adjectives, for using a period after an abbrevia-
tion, and for using an apostrophe in a possessive or a contraction.
These rules should be developed inductively, beginning in the
early grades by calling attention to the building of new words
by adding such common suffixes as ing and ed. When a rule
has been learned, it should be reviewed and regularly applied.
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Phonics in Relation to Spelling
Most of the early research on teaching phonics was planned

to discover its effect on reading. Recently there has been a
growing interest in the possibility that teaching sound-to-letter
relationships might contribute to the improvement of spelling
ability. Some strong claims have been made of the contributions
of phonics to spelling. The fact is that we do not have adequate
evidence for making a confident decision as to how much and
in what way the teaching of phonics can increase the efficiency
of spelling instruction.

The most extensive investigations (Research References 6, 8)
have dealt with the ways in which various sounds (more
accurately, phonemes) are spelled in common words. These
two investigations agree substantially on the number of ways
in which the various phonemes are spelled and on the relative
regularity of the various spellings of the sounds.

The reports of the two investigations differ, however, not
only in design but also in the meaning attached to the term
regular and as to the significance of the data for the improve-
ment of spelling ability. In the early study (8) the term regular
means simply the total number of ways in which the sounds
are spelled irrespective of the word position or other phonological
or morphological factors. The article reporting this investigation
points out, however, that there are some phonological and other
rules which, if learned and applied, may help pupils to deter-
mine how the sounds of a given word should be spelled and
suggests criteria for selecting and utilizing these rules.

The term regularity has a different meaning in the more
recent and elaborate investigation (6) . In that investigation
the research staff, using a computer, reported that by giving
full pronunciation to the syllables as indicated in the diction-
ary chosen as standard, by taking into consideration the phono-
logical factors of stress and environmental conditions in words
and syllables, by such morphological factors as compounding and
affixation, and by the use of approximately 300 specialized rules,
the percentages of the consistencies of phoneme-grapheme rela-
tionships were greatly increased.

This investigation provides the most complete and useful
source of information available on phoneme-grapheme relation-
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ships in formal speech. The forthright and complete detail in
which the procedures and results of the investigation are pre-
sented in the voluminous report should be a challenge to con-
siderable debate on the design of the research and on the
implications drawn for instruction, as well as, hopefully, a stimu-
lus to further research.

In the evaluation of the claims for high regularity in phoneme-
grapheme relations, two limitations should be kept in mind:
first, the pronunciations chosen for analyses are those given
in Webster's New International Dictionary, second edition.
These pronunciations, according to the dictionary, are those
found in deliberate and careful speech, elsewhere called formal
speech. In many words these pronunciations vary from those
found in informal cultivated speech. Second, the degree of
regularity obtained by sophisticated research workers with
several hundred rules to guide them and the use of a computer
seems far removed from what can be achieved by students with
the abilities they have or can be given.

In view of the high regularities found in this investigation,
the authors propose that beginning in the earliest grades, the
words should be chosen and the curriculum designed primarily
to enable children to develop understandings of phonological
principles. Whether this is desirable or practicable can only
be determined by extensive, long-term research. Among the
questions for which additional data are needed are the follow-
ing: To what degree do the regularities reported for formal
speech occur in informal speech and in the many words that
have more than one accepted pronunciation? Is it feasible or
desirable for children to learn the full range of phonological
generalizations? If not, which generalizations cover enough
cases with few exceptions to justify teaching them? Which words

'cannot be spelled correctly by using phonological and morpho-
logical principles? The authors state that the rule should not
be memorized but developed inductively. Should the inductive
procedures stop short of stating the rules? What clues in
applying phonological rules can be found by investigating
children's errors in spelling? Which rules can safely be left to
be discovered by the children themselves without specific
instruction?
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Nothing that is said above should be understood to suggest
that instruction in phonological principles has no contribution
to make to spelling. The evidence consistently shows that
students benefit from some kind and amount of instruction in
phonics, even when it is given in reading. It is meant as a warn-
ing that much of the evidence needed to make intelligent
decisions has not yet been produced.

Modern spelling books place considerable emphasis on
developing a knowledge of sound-to-letter relationships. As was
pointed out earlier, one important step in learning to spell a
word is to pronounce it carefully, noting how each sound is
spelled. This in itself should and does increase the pupils'
knowledge of sound-to-letter relationships, but it is not the
same as explicit, systematic instruction on phonological gen-
eralizations. In addition, most books have provided for the
inductive development of such rules as apply to a large number
of words with few exceptions. Whether children need more
or different emphases on phoneme-grapheme relations can be
decided only by research. When adequate, dependable evidence
is available, it is possible that more or different emphases on
phonological generalizations will be regarded as essential.

Providing for Individual Differences
There is a wide range of spelling achievement in any grade.

Some children in Grade 6, for example, may spell as well as
the average pupil in Grade 9, and some, no better than the
average pupil in Grade 3. In general, one-fourth of the children
in any grade where spelling is taught spell as well as the average
child in the grade above, and one-fourth, no better than the
average child in the grade below. Pupils vary also in all the
factors that influence spelling ability: in motivation, in intelli-
gence, in reading ability, in the amount and nature of their
written work, in handwriting, in methods of work, and in home
backgrounds. For making adjustments to the needs of individual
pupils, there is no substitute for the competent, resourceful class-
room teacher.

The most practicable plan for meeting these differences is a
combination of group teaching and help given by the teacher to
individual pupils who are having special difficulties. A test given
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before the study of any lesson will show each child which words
he needs to study. It also shows the teacher which pupils need
individual help and encouragement.

The class or group as a whole should deal only with matters
of common concern. It is inefficient to take the time of the whole
class to meet the needs of only a few.

Some schools have followed the practice of making out two
tests of equal difficulty, sampled from the words to be taught
in the term. One test is given near the beginning of the term and
the other at the end. Children who spell most of the words cor-
rectly on the test at the beginning of the term are excused from
the regular spelling class with the provision that, working in pairs,
they learn all the words for the term. This can usually be done
in two or three weeks in the time regularly provided for the
spelling period. These children then utilize the time of the
spelling class for other activities of interest to them. This plan has
much to recommend it, but it does require considerable super-
vision, and most teachers may prefer to keep superior spellers
in the regular class, especially since these pupils, in their daily
and weekly work, study only those words which the test taken
before study shows they cannot spell.

PUPILS WHO NEED SPECIAL HELP

it is of the utmost importance that pupils whose spelling
achievement is low be given help as soon as possible lest they
become discouraged by repeated failures, form poor habits of
work, and develop bad attitudes toward spelling. But before any
effectual help can be given, it is necessary to discover the source
of their difficulties. Poor achievement may be due to row intelli-
gence, to physical defects such as deafness, to poor health, to
hampering traits of personality, or to factors related to inade-
quate educational experiences.

Pupils who have low intelligence are rarely good spellers.
Some pupils of average and above average intelligence also
have trouble with spelling. Physical disabilities should, of course,
be corrected as far as possible, and they can be alleviated to
some extent by skillful adaptation of methods to individual
needs. For example, children who are hard of hearing can be
seated near the teacher.

IA
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Except in the case of children who are low in intelligence and
those having severe physical handicaps, the factors most fre-
quently associated with low achievement in spelling are educa-
tional: lack of motivation, low reading ability, defective speech,
slow or illegible handwriting, and disabling traits of personality.
Fortunately, all these shortcomings can be removed or at least
alleviated by instruction.

Children who have little interest in spelling are not likely
to succeed in it. The most important ways of creating interest
in spelling have been discussed above. It is especially important
that even small improvements by poor spellers should be noted
and praised.

There are a few pupils in mast classes who are severely handi-
capped in learning to spell because of low reading ability. Some
are unable to read the words in their lessons, much less to spell
them. They find even greater difficulty in reading the directions
for exercises in their workbooks. Moreover, their inability to read
well means that they will not read extensively and so will learn
fewer words through ring. It is futile to expect such pupils
to do satisfactory work in spelling unless their reading can be
improved. Individual help in reading their spelling lessons will
improve both their spelling and their reading.

Children who have little ability to associate letters with sounds
are obviously handicapped in learning to spell. A few children,
even with the word before them, cannot tell which letters spell
the successive sounds. In extreme instances the lack of phonic
knowledge is completely frustrating. Typical of the attempts
of one fifth-grade boy, for example, was his writing aspel for
weigh, eanut for receive, and elnust for running. As he received
individual help in learning sound-to-letter relationships, his spell-
ing steadily improved.

Perhaps the most frequent cause of poor spelling achievement
is poor study habits, including lack of aggressive attack and
lack of efficient procedures. When a pupil is having difficulty
in learning to spell, one of the first things to do is to have him
explain how he proceeds in learning to spell a word.

Some children may show no deficiencies in tests of auditory
acuity and yet may not be able to hear or repeat correctly the
sounds in words. Both group and individual practice should be
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given to develop the ability to hear and say sounds accurately
not only single sounds but the sequence of sounds. One important
step in learning a word, as recommended in modem spelling
books, is careful pronunciation while noticing how each sound
is spelled.

Children who cannot write the words in their tests in a
reasonable time allowed for the class as a whole are deprived
of the benefits of the corrected test. Such children must be
helped to write more rapidly. In some instances, however, slow-
ness in writing a word may be due to hesitation in deciding how
to spell it. Illegible letters constitute another problem, especially
the vowels, since the vowel sound is spelled in different ways in
different words. For example, a may be written so that it cannot
be distinguished from o or u, so that neither the pupil nor the
classroom teacher can tell which letter he meant to use. An in-
spection of the written tests will show the kind of help each
pupil should receive.

Low achievement in spelling may be due to more general
causes which affect most of the work that a pupil does in school.
He may be lazy, dislike school, or be antagonistic toward the
teacher. He may be generally negligent and careless regarding
details. He may not have learned to work persistently in the
face of difficulty. He may feel rejected by his classmates or dis-
turbed by conditions in his home. Any improvement in these
general conditions is likely to be reflected in improvement in his
spelling. On the other hand, if, through sympathetic assistance, he
is helped to succeed in spelling, this success may help remove
these unfavorable influences.

Pupils who are discouraged because of lack of achievement
in spelling are often given a marked lift through the sympa-
thetic interest and assistance of their clasimates. In one large
elementary school in which spelling achievement had long been
low, marked improvement was made when the children adopted
the motto, "All for one and one for all." The better spellers, with
suggestions from the classroom teacher, helped and encouraged
the weaker ones. Pupils developed pride in the achievement of
their class as well as in their own achievement.

It is important to discover, as eatly as possible, pupils who
are doing poor work in spelling, to diagnose their difficulties,
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and to give them help. They should be dealt with, with patience
and sympathetic understanding. Great harm may be done both
to the child's development in spelling and to his personality by
holding him to standards of performance which, because of
his disabilities, he cannot meet. Some of these disabilities, such
as those in reading, take considerable time to remove. But they
must be removed, or at least diminished, if the pupil is not to
be handicapped in learning to spell.

EVALUATION OF PROGRESS IN SPELLING
Achievement in spelling cannot safely be taken for granted.

Whatever goals have been set up to guide instruction, whether
the learning of the most useful words, the ability to use the
dictionary, the knowledge of rules, the ability tc correctly asso-
ciate letters with sounds, or the ability to proofread written
work, it is essential that both classroom teachers and pupils know
the degree to which their goals have been reached. This is
true of short-range goals, as for the day or week, as well as
goals for the term and year. Achievement must be measured,
moreover, regardless of the general pattern of the curriculum,
whether it is a subject curriculum, an activity curriculum, a core
curriculum, or a broad-field curriculum.

Types of Evaluation
There are several types of evaluation, each serving a some-

what different purpose: the spelling section of a battery of
standardized achievement tests, tests which guide and measure
achievement in daily or weekly lessons, tests which measure
progress for the term or year, and observational techniques. How-
ever, the primary purpose of all of them should be to guide and
improve learning.

There are several cautions which should be strongly empha-
sized in interpreting the scores made on a standardized test in
spelling. First,.the scores made by children on a standardized test
in spelling reflect only in part the effectiveness of what is done
in the spelling class. Other curriculum areas, as has been pointed
out, make important contributions to the development of spelling
ability. Low achievement in spelling is usually associated with
low achievement in other language abilities.
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Second, the abilities measured by a standardized test may not
be closely related to the specific goals set up to guide instruction.
Suppose, for example, one goal has been to learn to spell a given
list of words, whether a list in a spelling book or a list derived
from the written work. The achievement of this goal cannot be
measured by a test which does not contain these words. Both
classroom teachers and pupils are confused and disheartened
when low or mediocre scores on a standardized test are assumed
to measure the effectiveness with which they have worked in
the spelling class.

Third, the scores made on a standardized test by the pupils
of a given class should not be taken as a measure Of the compe-
tence of the teacher of that class. These scores reflect the accumu-
lation of all educational experiences pertaining to spelling that
the pupil has had, both in and out of school, up to the time
the test is given. For example, if a fifth-grade class has recently
acquired an excellent teacher of spelling, we should expect his
competence to be underestimated by the scores made by his pupils
on a standardized test. His skill in teaching would be shown
better by a test at the beginning of the term or year on the words
to be learned in the spelling class and a test of equal difficulty
at the end of the term or year to show what progress his pupils
have made.

Fourth, the pupils' scores from which the standards are estab-
lished are widely distributed above and below the average, and
it is therefore to be expected that the scores of a given grade
or class will also cover a wide range.

Evaluations Related to Specific Goals
The evaluations which most helpfully influence learning are

those used to guide the pupils' efforts from day to day. In com-
parison with standardized tests, their purposes are more easily
understood by both pupils and classroom teachers, and they are
more closely related to the specific goals which have been set up
to guide instruction. Such are the tests given before the study
of a lesson to show each pupil what he needs to learn and the
tests given after the period of learning to show the results of his
efforts. Included also are tests given near the beginning of a term
on the words to be studied during the term and tests given at the
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end of the term to show what progress has been made. How these
various tests are used has been discussed earlier in considerable
detail. However, if the goals set up to guide instruction represent
inadequately the abilities required in spelling, the measurement of
the achievement of these goals shows only the degree to which
these inadequate goals were achieved, rather than what should
have been accomplished.

Observational Techniques

While pencil-and-paper tests are essential, they must be sup-
plemented by other types of evaluation, including observational
techniques. For example, one can determine by pencil-and-paper
tests that the pupil knows how to use the dictionary, but not that
he habitually does use the dictionary when needs arise; one can
discover what he can do or cannot do, but not the causes of his
success or failure.

But whatever form of evaluation is used, whether it is a stand-
ardized test, a test to guide daily instruction, or an observational
technique, its benefits are seriously reduced unless the pupils
understand its purpose.
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